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We address recent developments in the exploration of quantum nuclear dynamics in large, Ðnite,
low-temperature systems, focusing on BoseÈEinstein condensates (T ^ 100 nK), optical molasses (T ^ 10È100
lK) and aromatic clusters (T \ 0.4 K). The expansion of optical molasses bears a close analogymolecule ÉHe

n
to the nuclear dynamics of Coulomb explosion of multicharged clusters. Spectroscopy of electronicÈvibrational
excitations of clusters manifests large nuclear quantum e†ects, nonrigidity, large scaleanthracene ÉHe

n
conÐnement and permutational symmetry e†ects. Perspectives for the novel research area of nuclear dynamics
of ultracold Ðnite systems are advanced.

I. Prologue
Cluster chemical physics1h3 focuses on the structure, ener-
getics, electronic level structure, spectroscopy, dynamics,
chemical reactivity and function of large Ðnite systems. Recent
developments in the explorations of new systems and concepts
advanced on the basis of cluster science (Fig. 1) encompass the
novel research areas of nanoparticles and mesoscopic
systems,4 ultracold Ðnite clouds5h7 and Ðnite quantum
systems.8h12 The response and dynamics of nanostructures,
e.g. metal and semiconducting clusters, nanoparticles, nano-
tubes and quantum dots, constitute an interesting research

Fig. 1 New large Ðnite systems related to cluster science.

¤ Dedicated to Professor Troe on his 60th birthday.Ju� rgen

area, striving towards the construction of single electron
devices. An interesting direction is the utilization of single
molecules, supramolecular systems, clusters and biostructures
for the processing of electrical, optical, magnetic and chemical
signals, providing the basis for molecular electronics.13 The
function of nanostructures rests on nuclearÈelectron or purely
electron response and dynamics. Other fascinating pheno-
mena in large Ðnite systems pertain to the nuclear dynamics of
ultracold systems5h7,14,15 and nuclear quantum systems.8h12

II. Some facets of nuclear dynamics of ultracold
systems
A fascinating new research area focuses on phase transitions,
spectroscopy and nuclear dynamics of Ðnite ultracold gases in
the low-temperature domain of T \ 100 nKÈ100 lK.5h7,15
These involve gases in magneto-optical traps, optical
molasses5h7 and BoseÈEinstein condensates.15 Pruvost, Serre,
Duong and Jortner7 established a remarkable analogy
between the nuclear dynamics of the expansion of ultracold
optical molasses5h7 and the Coulomb explosion of molecular
clusters.16,17 Coulomb explosion of highly charged molecular
clusters, e.g. (q \ 1È8 and n \ 10È1000) or(Xe`q)

n
(D`)

n(n \ 100È1000),17 which is induced by multielectron ioniza-
tion in ultra-intense laser Ðelds (intensity I\ 1015È1018 W
cm~2), is characterized by ultrafast time scales (10È100 fs) and
ultrahigh energies for nuclear motion (ion energies in the
range of 1 keVÈ1 MeV, corresponding to the energy domain
of nuclear physics). The characteristic time scale for cluster
Coulomb explosion is16 where q is theqEXP q~1m1@2R03@2,individual ionic charge, m its mass and the interionicR0separation, with being independent of the initial clusterqEXsize. Typical values for clusters with q \ 1, m\ 131 u(Xe`)

nand are fs. We now proceed to nuclearR0 \ 3.5 A� qEX ^ 100
dynamics of optical molasses.7 These involve a cloud of
trapped neutral atoms, e.g. Rb, which is characterized by a
density of o \ 1010È1011 cm~3 in a magneto-optical trap,
with the magnetic Ðeld being suppressed as the cloud expands
via the radiative trapping force. This radiative trapping force,
originating from photon emission and reabsorption between
pairs of atoms separated by a distance is proportional5h7r12 ,
to (with an e†ective charge q). Accordingly, the radiativer12~2
trapping force is analogous to the Coulomb law, and the
expansion of the cloud is isomorphous to cluster Coulomb
explosion. In scaling of the cluster Coulomb explosion lifetime
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Fig. 2 The temperature dependence of the thermal de Broglie wave-
length for several atomic and molecular systems. The relevant tem-
perature domains for BoseÈEinstein condensates, optical molasses and
clusters containing 4He are marked on the Ðgure.

given above to obtain the time scale for the expansionqEX q
Mof the optical molasses of Rb (with q \ 10~5 e, m\ 87 u and

cm), Pruvost et al.7 set where theR0 \ 10~4 qM\FqEX ,
scaling factor is7 F^ 1010. This courageous extrapolation7
results in ms for the expansion of optical molasses.qM ^ 1
This prediction is in good agreement with recent experimental
data,7 where the expansion of cooling of bright three-
dimensional optical molasses of Rb is characterized by a time
scale of 1.4 ms, and occurs in the (translational) temperature
domain of lK.TM \ 100È10

Another interesting example for the nuclear dynamics of
ultracold, large, Ðnite systems pertains to the molecular
description of BoseÈEinstein condensation of atoms with a
negative scattering length, e.g. 7Li atoms conÐned in a harmo-
nic trap14,15 at T ^ 100 nK. Bohn et al.14 have shown that
this system can be treated by a transformation to a hyper-
spherical collective coordinate, resulting in a set of coupled
di†erential equations, whose decoupling in terms of the K har-
monic approximation results in a one-dimensional e†ective
potential for collective nuclear motion. For a negative atomic
scattering length the e†ective potential contains only metasta-
ble states subjected to macroscopic tunneling. For an
assembly of 7Li atoms practical stability is insured for a criti-
cal size of These examples manifest the novelNCR^ 1400.15
features of the nuclear dynamics of Ðnite ultracold systems.

A simple, but useful, physical representation of nuclear
quantum e†ects in ultracold Ðnite systems is given in Fig. 2,
where we present the temperature dependence of the thermal
de Broglie wavelength and mark the relevantj \ h/(2mkBT )1@2
temperature domain for several characteristic systems, e.g.
BoseÈEinstein atomic condensates (T ^ 100 nK, j ^ 103 nm),
and 87Rb optical molasses (T \ 10È100 lK, j ^ 102 nm).

III. Nonrigid helium clusters
Proceeding to a higher temperature domain (T ^ 0.4 K), we
encounter the world of Ðnite quantum nuclear clusters (Fig. 2).
Landmark examples involve (n P 2) and (n P 25)(4He)

n
(3He)

nquantum clusters (j \ 1 nm at 0.4 K), which exhibit large
scale zero-point energy motion and manifest boson (for 4He)
or fermion (for 3He) permutational symmetry.8 Of consider-
able interest in this context is the phenomenon of superÑuidity
in Ðnite boson clusters, which was explored by(4He)

nToennies et al.8h10,12 in the temperature range 0.4È0.2 K.

Other, closely related, Ðnite quantum systems involve van der
Waals clusters of 4He atoms bound to aromatic mol-
ecules.18h32 The exploration of aromatic moleculeÈrare gas
clusters was initiated 20 years ago.33 Notable studies of

(n \ 1, 2)19,32 and (ref. 30)benzene ÉHe
n

naphthalene ÉHe1provided information on the van der Waals bond lengths and
nuclear vibrational excitations. The recent spectroscopic inter-
rogation of the and “quantumanthracene ÉHe

n
tetracene ÉHe

nclusters Ï at T \ 0.4 K performed by Even et al.31 allows for
the experimental and theoretical exploration of some of their
unique features :

(1) L arge nuclear quantum e†ects. In these systems, e.g. het-
eroclusters containing He atoms on aromatics, The dej Z d.
Broglie wavelength (j) is comparable to, or exceeds, the char-
acteristic length (d), e.g. the bond length of the rigid sub-
system.

(2) Nonrigidity. Both neat clusters and heteroclusters(He)
ncontaining He atoms remain nonrigid down to T \ 0, e.g.

clusters remain liquid at zero temperature. HeÈaromatic(He)
nmolecule heteroclusters exhibit large-scale nuclear motion at

T \ 0, being dominated by large zero-point energy e†ects.
(3) L arge-scale conÐnement. The large-amplitude nuclear

motion in molecule clusters is conÐned horizon-He
n
Èaromatic

tally by the nuclear framework of the aromatic molecule and
vertically by the restoring force of the aromatic microsurface.

(4) E†ects of permutational nuclear symmetry. In these
systems the function34 exp([d2/j2) assumes the values D1.
Accordingly, the e†ects of boson (for 4He) or fermion (for

permutational symmetry are important.343He
n
)

The implication of large nuclear quantum e†ects, non-
rigidity and large-scale conÐnement in aromatic molecule ÉHe

nheteroclusters manifest spatial nuclear delocalization in Ñoppy
cluster systems, where the traditional chemical concept of
structure breaks down. He delocalization in excited vibra-
tional states of 2,3- clusters over thedimethylnaphthalene ÉHe1aromatic microsurface was inferred by Bach et al.30 Our
studies of larger aromatic microsurfaces, e.g. anthracene ÉHe

n(n \ 1, 2), reveal extensive spatial delocalization of He atoms
at the ground vibrational state, in both the and elec-S0 S1tronic states, bringing up the notion of nonrigid large molecu-
lar clusters. While the traditional concept of “ rigid Ï molecular
(and cluster) structures constitutes a cornerstone for stereoche-
mistry and for spectroscopy, the limitations of this traditional
concept emerged from probing quantum states of matter, with
early examples being the inversion of ammonia and the pseudo-
rotation of cyclopentane.35 Stationary states of molecules
or clusters must contain the permutation symmetry for all
identical nuclei.35 For nonrigid clusters, e.g. the aromatic

whose subpart is devoid of structuremolecule É (He)
n
, (He)

neven at 0 K, the symmetry of the nuclear Hamiltonian (within
the framework of the BornÈOppenheimer separation of elec-
tronic and nuclear motion and for a spatially Ðxed aromatic
molecule) is determined by the symmetry of the conÐning rigid
nuclear framework of the aromatic molecule and by the per-
mutation group of the indistinguishable He nuclei.

IV. Spectroscopy and nuclear dynamics of
clustersanthracene ÆHe

n
In our analysis of the energetics and nuclear dynamics of aro-
matic moleculeÈHe clusters we shall rely on information from
electronicÈvibrational spectroscopy to make inferences about
the geometries and topologies of the nuclear potential surfaces
and the quantum states of these Ñoppy clusters. Even et al.
developed31 experimental methods for the cooling of large
molecules and clusters in pulsed (10 ls) high pressure (100
atm) supersonic He jets down to a low temperature of 0.4 K.
Rotational thermometry of aniline31 and of anthracene31 in
these pulsed high pressure jets resulted in the rotational tem-
perature of K for both large molecules. TheTR \ 0.4 ^ 0.1
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low (0.4 K) temperature thus accomplished31 constitutes, to
the best of our knowledge, the current low-temperature record
for the spectroscopic interrogation of large molecules and
clusters in supersonic jets. This technique was applied31 to the
electronicÈvibrational spectroscopy of andanthracene ÉHe

n(n \ 1È10). The excitation spectra oftetracene ÉHe
n

S0] S1clusters obtained from two-color two-photonanthracene ÉHe
nexcitation-ionization31 are displayed in Fig. 3. Two interesting

experimental results emerge :
(i) Anomalous spectral shifts of the electronic origin.S0 ] S1The spectral shifts of the electronic origin ofdl

n(n \ 1È10) clusters, which correspond to theanthracene ÉHe
nlowest energy excitation of each mass-selected cluster (Fig. 4)

are to the red, manifesting the dominance of dispersive inter-

Fig. 3 Excitation spectra from two-photon two-color ionization of
clusters (n \ 1È4) at 0.4 K. The lowest energy spec-anthracene ÉHe

ntral feature in each spectrum corresponds to the electronic origin. The
spectrum marked n \ 0 corresponds to the bare anthracene molecule.

Fig. 4 The spectral shifts of the electronic origin of the
(n \ 1È4) clusters relative to bare anthracene. Theanthracene ÉHe

nrelevant conÐgurations (see text) are marked as (m om@) with m,m@\ 1
and 2. The experimental data are compared with the calculated())

values (see text).(…)

actions for dl. The n \ 1 cluster reveals a low value of dl1 \
cm~1, which is attributed to the one-sided (1 o 0) struc-[1.6

ture. The n \ 2 cluster, with cm~1, is assigned todl2 \ [3.2
the two-sided (1 o 1) cluster in view of the additivity relation

The large jump of cm~1 is attributeddl2 \ 2dl1. dl3\ [12.6
to the (2 o 1) structure for Accordingly, weanthracene ÉHe3 .
can estimate the spectral shift of the one-sided (2 o 0) structure
as dl(2 o 0) \ dl(2 o 1) [ dl(0 o 1) \ [11.0 cm~1. The experi-
mental spectral shift cm~1 for the n \ 4 cluster isdl4 \ [21.9
assigned to the two-sided (2 o 2) structure, with the experimen-
tal value of being in accord with the estimatedl4dl(2 o 2) \ 2dl(2 o 0) \ [22.0 cm~1. Only two-sided structures
are exhibited for n [ 1. The clusters reveal ananthracene ÉHe

nirregular spectral shift, with an abrupt jump of vs. n atdl
nn \ 3 (Fig. 4), which is manifested by the surprisingly large

ratio dl(2 o 0)/dl(1 o 1) \ 3.47. This behavior is in marked di†er-
ence with spectral shifts of aromatic moleculeÈAr, Kr or Xe
clusters,36 where the di†erence between the spectral shifts for
the n \ 2 (1 o 1) and (2 o 0) isomers is small. For example, for

clusters the di†erence in the spectral shifts foranthracene ÉAr
nthe one-sided and the two-sided structures is dl(2 o 0)/

dl(1 o 1) \ 1.15.36 As we shall subsequently show, this dramatic
large di†erence between the spectral shift for two-sided and
one-sided structures of originates from theanthracene ÉHe2large amplitude quantum motion of two He atoms on the
microsurface of anthracene, which will change the balance
between the dispersive and repulsive contributions to the
spectral shift.

(ii) T he vibrational structure. An extensive vibrational struc-
ture is exhibited at higher energies above the electronic origin
(Fig. 3) of anthracene ÉHe(1 o 0) (n \ 1), anthracene ÉHe(1 o 1)
(n \ 2) and anthracene ÉHe(2 o 1) (n \ 3) (Fig. 3). The vibra-
tional frequencies are rather similar for n \ 1 and 2. On the
basis of the assignment of the spectral shifts [paragraph (i)
above], we expect the vibrational level structure for the (1 o 0)
(n \ 1) and for the (1 o 1) structures to be identical. A notable
exception is the additional spectral feature at 16.5 cm~1 for
the n \ 2 (1 o 1) cluster, which cannot be accounted for at
present. The vibrational structure manifests the energetics of
the quantum states for the large amplitude nonrigid motion in
these clusters.

V. Theoretical exploration of small
anthracene ÆHe clusters
In our calculations of the energetics, spectral shifts and vib-
ronic level structure of andanthracene ÉHe1 anthracene ÉHe2clusters we kept the anthracene molecule rigid and spatially
Ðxed. In the ground electronic state of anthracene, theS0anthracene ÉHe potential was described in terms of a sumV0of atomÈatom Lennard-Jones 6È12 potentials, with the poten-
tial parameters37h39 being cm~1,pCvHe \ 2.74 A� , eCvHe \ 11.3

and cm~1. The anthracene ÉHepHvHe \ 3.21 A� eHvHe \ 4.2
potential in the electronically excited state of anthraceneV1 S1is given by where is the change inV1\ V0 ] VDSS ] *VLJ , VDSSthe dispersive energy between the and electronic states,S1 S0which was calculated by the dispersive spectral shift theory of
Shalev and Jortner36,40 (with a scaling parameter36,40
g \ 0.50). The change in the repulsive Lennard-Jones*VLJinteraction between and which was taken asS1 S0 ,

for the C9 and C10 carbon atoms of anthra-*p/pCvHe \ 0.065
cene, were chosen (together with g) to Ðt the experimental
spectral shift of The HeÈHe interactionanthracene ÉHe1.potential was described in terms of a Morse potential Ðtting of
the corresponding Lennard-Jones potential.41 More elaborate
HeÈHe potentials42 will be used in the future, but it appears
that the present approximation is adequate for the two-
particle HeÈHe integrals.

The variational calculations for utilizedanthracene ÉHe1the (orthonormal) basis set /k(x,y,z) \/kx(x)/ky(y)/kz(z),
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where x, y and z are the in-plane short, the in-plane long and
the perpendicular axes, respectively, with the center of mass of
anthracene as the origin. Here and consti-/kx(x), /ky(y) /kz(z)tute the numerical solutions of the equation forSchro� dinger
one-dimensional cuts V (x), V (y) and V (z) of the intermolecular
potential with V (x) and V (y) being taken for ÐxedV0(x,y,z),
y \ 0 and x \ 0, respectively, with the z coordinate being
optimized with respect to the minimal potential energy, while
V (z) was taken from x \ 0 and y \ 0. Our variational calcu-
lations for both the and electronic states with the waveS0 S1function

W(x,y,z)\ ;
k/1

n
ck/k(x,y,z)

involved 165 3D basis functions.
For the (1 o 0) conÐguration, the wave func-anthracene ÉHe1tion for the vibrational ground state of consists almostS0exclusively of (coefficient 0.97), while in the state the/000 S1vibrational wave function is subjected to a considerable

admixture of higher wave functions, with the main com-/
xyzponents being thus causing the0.69/0, 0, 0 ] 0.65/0, 2, 0 ,

probability density to Ñow towards the outer rings. While in
the state the probability densityS0

P(x,y)\
P
0

=
dz t2(x,y,z)

of the He atom on the anthracene surface is mainly localized
on the central ring, in the state the density is shiftedS1towards the outer rings (Fig. 5). The He atoms are grossly
delocalized (at T \ 0) in both the and states. A measureS0 S1of nonrigidity can be characterized by the standard deviation
S*y2T1@2 of P(x,y) in the long-axis y direction, which is 0.87 A�
in and 1.76 in The vibrational excitations are classi-S0 A� S1.Ðed according to the point symmetry of the (one-sided)
anthracene microsurface. The vibrational level structure in the

state (Fig. 6) reveals that for the lowest vibrational excita-S0tions in (5.3 and 8.5 cm~1) thermal excitations are negligi-S0ble under the experimental conditions (T \ 0.4 K),
emphasizing again the importance of low-temperature spec-
troscopy in these He clusters. The spectral shift is calculated
from the di†erence of the lowest state eigenvalues in the1 A1and electronic states (Fig. 6) as dl\ [1.9 cm~1 and isS1 S0marked on Fig. 4. This spectral shift constitutes near-
cancellation between moderately large dispersive, attractive
(red shift) and repulsive (blue shift) contributions. Finally, we
have calculated the energies and the nuclear FranckÈCondon
vibrational overlap factors for the allowed S0(1 A1)] S1(n A1)electronicÈvibrational excitations (Fig. 7). The prominent cal-

Fig. 5 Contour plots of the probability density of the helium atom
on the anthracene molecular surface for the vibrational ground state
of (a) the state ; (b) the state.anthracene ÉHe1 : S0 S1

Fig. 6 Vibrational level diagrams for the (1 o 0) conÐguration of
(a) the state ; (b) the state.anthracene ÉHe1 : S0 S1

culated vibrational excitations in originate from major con-S1tributions of and/0, ky, 0[y], /kx, ky, 0[x,y] /0, 0, kz[z],where [x], [y] and [z] denote the major contri-/0, ky, kz[yz],
butions to the nuclear excitations from the corresponding
one-dimensional functions. We assigned the experimental
spectra (relative to the 0È0 origin) as : 8.3 cm~1 [y], 23.2
cm~1 [y], 37.2 cm~1 [y or z] and 47.8 cm~1 [y or yz]. The
calculated transition energies and the FranckÈCondon factors
are in reasonable agreement with experiment. This electronicÈ
vibrational spectroscopy reÑects on excitations of large scale
nuclear motion in this cluster.

For the one-sided (2 o 0) cluster, we haveanthracene ÉHe2 ,
performed conÐguration interaction (CI) calculations with the
nuclear wave functions consisting of a linear combination of

Fig. 7 A comparison between the calculated and the experimental
spectra for The calculated vibronic lines (loweranthracene ÉHe1.panel) are represented as sticks at the appropriate energies whose
length, relative to the electronic origin, is proportional to the FranckÈ
Condon factors.
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symmetrized Hartree products so that*a(1,2),

W(1,2)\ ;
a

ca *a(1,2)

with 1 and 2 denoting the Cartesian coordinates of the helium
atoms 1 and 2. All the one-particle and two-particle integrals
were calculated numerically. The CI calculations involved 120
3D one-particle basis functions from which all/kx, ky, kz(x,y,z),
possible (^1800) Hartree products were generated and
^7 ] 106 HeÈHe integrals for each symmetry type of C2vanthracene microsurface were evaluated.

Due to HeÈHe repulsion the delocalization of the He atoms
in the (2 o 0) conÐguration is considerablyanthracene ÉHe2more pronounced than for The measure ofanthracene ÉHe1.
nonrigidity is given by S*y2T1@2\ 1.58 for the andA� S0S*y2T1@2\ 1.93 for the state. The markedly increasedA� S1delocalization in the state results in the reduction of theS1contribution of the (blue) repulsive interactions and the
enhancement of the contribution of the attractive (red) disper-
sive contributions to the spectral shift of the electronic origin.
The calculated spectral shift for the (2 o 0) cluster, obtained
from the di†erence of the lowest state eigenvalues in1 A1 S1and is dl\ [10 cm~1, being higher by a numerical factorS0 ,
of D5 than the corresponding spectral shift for the (1 o 0)
cluster. Invoking additivity rules for (n \ 1Èanthracene ÉHe

n4) we used our theoretical results for the (1 o 0) and (2 o 0) clus-
ters to calculate the spectral shift for the clusters n \ 2 (1 o 1),
n \ 3 (1 o 2) and n \ 4 (2 o 2). The calculated spectral shifts (Fig.
4) account well for the abrupt jump in dl vs. n between n \ 2
and n \ 3, originating from the enhancement of dispersive
interactions due to large amplitude parallel motion of the two
He atoms located on one side of the microsurface of anthra-
cene. The spectral shifts of the nonrigid He clusters arise from
(small) contributions of mutually canceling dispersive and
repulsive contributions, which result in very small (red) spec-
tral shifts for the n \ 1 (1 o 0) and n \ 2 (1 o 1) clusters. The
abrupt increase of the red spectral shifts for n \ 3 and n \ 4
manifests the consequences of the nuclear dynamics of two He
atoms on one side of the aromatic microsurface, which involve
the large scale nuclear motion (in both the and states)S0 S1and the enhanced spatial delocalization (in the state) inS1these Ñoppy clusters.

Cold (0.4 K) aromatic clusters were inter-molecule ÉHe
nrogated by electronic excitations of the aromaticS0] S1microsurface, which are coupled to the nuclear excitations of

the nonrigid subsystem. These studies have to be(4He)
nextended in several directions. First, quantum time-resolved

vibrational dynamics of these nonrigid systems will become
amenable to experimental and theoretical investigation.
Second, the exploration of the implications of permutational
symmetry on the electronicÈvibrational spectroscopy and
nuclear dynamics of these quantum systems containing 4He
and 3He will be of considerable interest. Third, collective
nuclear excitations in aromatic systemsmolecule É (4He)

n(n [ 5), as interrogated by electronicÈvibrational spectros-
copy, may pave the way for the identiÐcation of the onset of
superÑuidity in Ðnite, conÐned boson systems.8h12(4He)

n

VI. Epilogue
We addressed some novel features of quantum nuclear
dynamics in large, Ðnite systems at low temperatures. Fasci-
nating dynamic processes are expected to be manifested in the
realm of the cold and ultracold world of large molecular and
cluster systems (Fig. 8). We take (arbitrarily) the upper tem-
perature limit for “cold Ï systems (T \ 2.7 K) to constitute the
current temperature of the expanding universe, while the
upper temperature limit for “ultracold Ï systems is identiÐed
with the onset of cooling of atoms and molecules by optical
methods (T \ 10~3 K). We have already discussed some fea-

Fig. 8 The world of cold and ultracold molecular and cluster
systems.

tures of the nuclear dynamics of BoseÈEinstein condensates,
optical molasses and He quantum clusters, which appear in
Fig. 8, but there are many other, most interesting, systems and
novel dynamic phenomena in this world (Fig. 8). Some
dynamic molecular processes pertain to the photoassociation
of alkali atoms to form ultracold diatomics,43 cold collisions44
and Auger ionization processes in a “ frozenÏ Rydberg gas.45
Of considerable interest is nuclear dynamics accompanying
“phase transitions Ï, e.g. a BoseÈEinstein condensate of
atoms15 or superÑuid clusters.8h12 Nuclear quantum(4He)

ndynamics in these systems can be explored by the use of a
spectroscopic probe [e.g. a dopant atom or molecule in (4He)

nclusters10,11 or BoseÈEinstein condensates] or a transport
probe [e.g. the electron bubble in clusters].10,11 Ultra-(4He)

nlow temperature nuclear dynamics will constitute a new scien-
tiÐc area.
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